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This 2011 conference has been a tribute to the vision
of Verne Chapman, an experimental biologist first, and
an early leader in the molecular genetic revolution for
the laboratory mouse. My comments today are about
all of us who are interested in mammalian biology,
the clever graduate student and the wise veteran alike.
Where has our field come to in this molecular genetic era, and where can it go for each of you in your
own laboratory? Verne Chapman would approve of
my addressing my comments today to each of us in
this community. He was a mentor to the young and a
collaborator par excellence, “I have a strain that may
help you” he would say. [Slide 2] This is certainly
only a partial list of the member of the mouse genetics
community who have published together with Verne
Chapman, and as you see they include investigators in
France, England, United States, Canada, and Japan.
In this talk, I want to touch upon issues that
concern all of us at this stage in the elaboration of
the use of the mouse in experimental biology [Slide
3]. First, the transition from reductionism to holism.
Secondly, the strategies for dissecting the genetic
system underlying any biological process. Third, the
importance of phenotyping and how it is enhanced by
what I call re-phenotyping. Fourth, the capacity for
genome-wide mutational analysis. Fifth, the intersection between somatic genetics and epigenetics. And
underlying all of genetics as a science is the way in
which diversity is the necessary driver for genetic
analysis. As I have mentioned, the spirit of Verne
Chapman lives throughout all of these issues by his
approach to the community when he would say with a
smile, “I have a strain that may help you”.
Now for me and for a number of people who
have entered mammalian biology through mouse
genetics, in the beginning was the study of “simple
temperate bacteriophage lambda” [Slide 4]. We investigators coming of age in the ‘60s and ‘70s studied this
simple virus that had two modes of replication, one as
an autonomous virus, the other as a passive integrated provirus. These two modes of replication allowed
one to develop a number of mutations that might
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have been lethal in lytic growth but were propagated
as prophages. This series of studies by a number of
investigators starting with the Lederbergs at Wisconsin who made their strains available throughout the
world, including in Pasadena and in Paris, developed
an understanding of very complex regulatory circuitry.
This circuitry was most clearly explained to the world
by the late Ira Herskowitz, at first a graduate student
at MIT, then an interactor at Cold Spring Harbor, and
finally on the faculty at Eugene, Oregon and UCSF.
This circuitry included a number of positive and
negative interactions, some linked into feedback loops
of either positive or negative parity. The logic of this
regulatory circuit was developed in the model of Jacob
and Monod published 50 years ago.
In the development of the field I notice two
aspects that involved pairwise interactions. First
between Jacob and Monod, who had very different
talents and outlooks, working together to develop
this model. But secondly, the interaction between
the French investigators and the Pope of the Phage
School, Max Delbruck [Slide 5]. When I was a
graduate student at Caltech in 1961, I observed the
fine tuning of the arguments by Francois Jacob visiting Caltech to carry out the Meselson-Brenner-Jacob
messenger RNA experiment. Max Delbruck served
as the outside critic for these ideas and helped them
to be prepared for publication. So this illustrates for
me a phrase that carries throughout my talk today, that
is the power of two. Beyond the Great Man Theory
of scientific history, it is important to recognize how
pairwise interactions make a major difference. For
each of you in the audience, if you have a loyal critic
with whom you can polish your own arguments, that’s
a great advantage.
Now the simple models of Jacob and Monod
were integrated by students of phage lambda, such
as Ira Herskowitz and René Thomas, into an analysis
of an entire system by identifying pathways of either
material transfer or information transfer, firstly unitary
pathways, and secondly parallel pathways. Feedback
loops of two kinds emerged. Ones of positive parity
containing an even number of negative interactions
give rise to alternative stable states in which the positive loop is either all on or all off. By contrast, loops
of negative parity, with an odd number of negative
interactions around the loop, give rise to homeostatic
oscillation around a fixed point. These ideas, refined
mathematically by René Thomas in Brussels, have
been summarized in a publication on the occasion of
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Genes and Development: Molecular and Logical Themes
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Genetics 126:479-486 (1990)

the 70th birthday of Francois Jacob in 1990. [Slide 6]
The evolution of the subject of regulatory genetics in studying biology has been recently christened
Systems Biology. [Slide 7] This recent recognition
of how the different elements of regulation interact
with one another is reminiscent of a statement made
long ago by the naturalist John Muir, who studied the
Sierras, is responsible for the first National Park in the
Sierra Nevada, and who stated 150 years ago, “When
we try to pick out anything by itself we find it hitched
to everything else in the universe.” So, in this way, I
think of John Muir as a pioneering systems biologist.
[Slide 8] I would like to discuss the strategies
that are emerging for dissecting the genetic architecture underlying any biological system. A common
source of variation being used in mouse genetics
depends upon polymorphisms. Polymorphisms in
the human population are an important element to
understand in estimating population risks for particular diseases. Polymorphisms in inbred mouse and
rat strains, however, must involve alleles that are
homozygous viable. In many cases, a loss-of-function
mutation that is necessary for a rigorous cause-and-effect analysis may not be present in homozygous form
and not exist in the set of polymorphisms that are used
in dissecting the genetic architecture of this system.
So the Complex Trait Consortium and the Collaborative Cross, depending upon polymorphisms rather than
loss-of-function mutations, is expected to give only a
partial solution to the genetic structure underlying the
phenotypes that are studied. In our laboratory we have
been interested to develop germline mutagenesis using
a mutagen, ethylnitrosourea, that generates point mutations in the mouse genome at a high efficiency. Our
current studies concentrate on colon cancer, opened
in our laboratory by the discovery of the Min mouse
by our postdoctoral fellow, Amy Moser, here [Slide
9] shown working with our graduate student Karen
Gould.
The Min strain was discovered by its phenotype. Animals carrying this mutation developed adult
onset anemia demonstrated by pale feet, and this was
the phenotype by which the mutation was mapped.
When the mouse Apc gene was cloned by Bert Vogelstein, Ken Kinzler and their collaborators, it was then
straightforward to show that the Min strain was heterozygous for a point mutation in this gatekeeper gene
that is also affected in human familial and sporadic
colon cancer. Having a strain predisposed to colon
cancer allowed us to then study polymorphisms at oth-
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The Min strain and its polymorphic modifiers
A dominant mutation that predisposes to multiple intestinal
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Dietrich WF, Lander ES, Smith JS., Moser AR, Gould KA, Luongo C,
Borenstein N, Dove WF
Cell 75:631-63 (1993)
Localized gene action controlling intestinal neoplasia in mice
Gould KA and Dove WF
PNAS 94:5848-5853 (1997)
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er loci that affected the phenotype. [Slide 10] The first
such polymorphic locus was called Mom1. Chimeric
analysis showed that Mom1 was a modifying factor
that acted locally to control the growth of Min-induced
adenomas. For us it illustrated the power of having
genetic changes carried in the germline, allowing us to
study not only factors expressed in the tumor, but also
factors expressed by the host that affected the phenotype. Mom1 locus has been mapped to a 10 centimorgan region on mouse chromosome 4. A candidate for
at least a component of Mom1 was suggested by Linda
Siracusa and Arthur Buchberg. Bob Cormier and colleagues then were able to show by expressing a transgene that the suggested molecule, secretory phospholipase, was a component of the Mom1 polymorphic
factor. The fine structure genetic analysis carried out
by Cormier and Andrea Bilger [Slide 11] then showed
that the Mom1 region included not only the secretory
phospholipase, but also a factor distal to this gene on
mouse chromosome 4. Many cases are being reported of polymorphic modifiers that involve clusters of
genes, each with a small effect, acting together to create the larger effect that dominates the crosses needed
to identify these modifiers. The complexity of any one
region is also reflected in work that studies polymorphic modifier loci over the whole genome. [Slide 12]
Peter Demant and his colleagues have used a version
of the complex trait strategy to identify modifiers for
lung cancer in the mouse genome. The Demant group
showed that most of the individual polymorphic modifiers, when studied in pairwise combinations, show
strong interaction with one another. Therefore, the
study of polymorphic modifiers is highly complex: not
only is any one region likely to contain several factors,
but the whole genome shows a great deal of interaction between polymorphic loci. So we believe then
that the Complex Trait Consortium and the Collaborative Cross will provide major challenges that will
occupy many of the talented statisticians who have
joined into this effort. We look forward to seeing how
this quite ambitious project plays out in the hands of
its visionary and effective organizers.
[Slide 13] I want to contrast the use of polymorphisms with the use of point mutations in analyzing the biological process. This contrast first come
into focus for me at the first mouse meeting that I
attended, held in 1981 on the coast of Denmark,
organized by the Danish biochemical geneticists
Peter Hjorth and Tonnes Nielson. That group had
been gathered for several years by Ken Paigen and

Mom1 leads the pack
Tommaso A. Dragani & Giacomo Manenti
Nature Genetics 17:7 (1997)
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Verne Chapman. Kurt Pfister, a postdoctoral fellow
at Roswell Park, gave a presentation of the polymorphisms that are affecting the expression and structure
of the beta-glucuronidase enzyme. What he reported was that both temporal and spatial and structural
information segregated together with haplotypes that
were polymorphic in mouse populations. I raised the
suggestion that these haplotypes needed to be dissected by the use of point mutagenesis. By that time
one knew from studies in Drosophila that the level of
polymorphism between different inbred strains would
be in excess of 1:1000 basepairs and so these congenic regions would contain hundreds, if not thousands,
of sequence differences, making it difficult to decide
which cause the difference in phenotype. It was at
that meeting then that I first met Verne Chapman,
shown sitting at the right in the front row [Slide 14].
Ken Paigen is standing near to the back of this set. A
number of leading investigators in mouse molecular
genetics were present at this small conference on the
coast of Denmark.
So from 1981 several investigators began to
use ethylnitrosourea, which had been shown two years
earlier to be a very effective germline mutagen in the
mouse by Bill Russell and his colleagues at the Oak
Ridge National Laboratory [Slide 15]. Our laboratory, and that of Vernon Bode [Slide 16], also trained in
lambda genetics, then began to develop ENU mutagenesis at a university scale. Verne regrettably had to
close his laboratory owing to a stroke, but his work
has been carried on by Dave McDonald and by Monica Justice. [Addendum 1: The nitrosamides were
shown to be directly acting (SN1) alkylating agents, in
contrast to mutagens used in Drosophila and microbes
such as EMS and NMG. These required metabolic
activation (SN2). In mammals metabolic activation
occurs in the liver, at a distance preventing efficient
diffusion of the active product to the germline. On the
basis of this chemical argument, McArdle was able to
fund an expansion of its animal space (James Miller,
PI), enabling our laboratory to develop ENU-mutagenesis of the mouse germline in the absence of prior
funding! Many of the investigators in the photograph
of Slide 14 participated in an informal exchange, the
Mouse Mutagenesis Memo (MMM), coordinated by
Alexandra Shedlovsky and William Dove (Jean-Louis
Guénet, Chemical mutagenesis of the mouse genome:
an overview, Genetica 122: 9–24, 2004). MMM communicated to the early explorers of mouse germline
mutagenesis ENU crucial technical information such

Polymorphisms  Point mutations
Expression of β-Glucuronidase Haplotypes
in Prototype and Congenic Mouse Strains
Kurt Pfister, Kenneth Paigen, Gordon Watson, and Verne Chapman
Biochemical Genetics 20:519-536 (1982)

Sonderborg Conference 1981
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Biochemical Genetics Workshop in Sonderborg, Denmark (1981)

Specific-locus test shows ethylnitrosourea to be
the most potent mutagen in the mouse
Russell WL, Kelly EM, Hunsicker PR, Bangham JW, Maddux SC, Phipps EL
PNAS 76:5818-5819 (1979)
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Vernon Bode with Alexandra Shedlovsky and Bill Dove
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Mutagenesis and mapping of a mouse gene, Clock,
essential for circadian behavior

Genome-wide genetic analysis:
somatic versus germline

Vitaterna, King, Chang, Kornhauser, Lowrey, McDonald, Dove,
Pinto, Turek, Takahashi

• GWAS and the Collaborative Cross
• Transposon mutagenesis
• Point mutagenesis by ENU

Science 264:719-725 (1994)
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Re-phenotyping over time

as the use of 5% ethanol in making aqueous solutions
of ENU and the variable activity of different commercial ENU batches. Vern Chapman, true to his community spirit, introduced the optimal recipe of alkaline
thiosulfate solutions to inactivate ENU after use.]
Here I comment about the importance of
phenotyping. Genetics involves the study of changes
in genotype and consequent changes in phenotype.
Changes in genotype can be mapped and now, with
the Genome Project, can be cloned. But the other side
of the equation involves careful quantitative phenotyping. In our experience the use of re-phenotyping
came up in our interactive work with the group at
Northwestern University led by Joe Takahashi. Takahashi and his colleagues had been able to determine
very precisely the circadian rhythm of mice for locomotor activity by analyzing the activity pattern of
mice caged singly and exposed to a light/dark cycle.
During a series of light/dark cycles a mouse will run a
subjective night, as shown in this diagram. Then when
the lights are turned out forever, in a completely dark

Vitaterna et al., Science 264:719-725 (1994)
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cycle, they continue to run a subjective night [Slide
17]. If one integrates over 30 days of running in the
totally dark cycle, one then gets a precise estimate of
23.7 ± 0.15 hours as the circadian periodicity in the
wild-type B6 strain [Slide 18]. The progeny of mutagenized B6 males were then tested for a shift in this
circadian rhythm and indeed animal #25 generated
heterozygotes that showed a shift from 23.7 to 24.7,
five standard deviations from the mean. So this difference, measurable by re-phenotyping, was sufficient to
permit the mapping and then cloning of the CLOCK
mutation which in heterozygous form shifts periodicity.
As I have said, our laboratory is interested in
the genetic architecture underlying colon cancer, and
here we want to compare what can be done with point
mutagenesis with what is currently being done with
polymorphisms. [Slide 19] In human genetics, polymorphisms affecting any one cancer process are being
identified by the genome-wide association study. The
hap-map of the human genome improves the statisti-

Somatic mutations in the tumor lineage
Sleeping Beauty insertions
A Sleeping Beauty transposon-mediated screen identifies murine susceptibility genes
for adenomatous polyposis coli (Apc)-dependent intestinal tumorigenesis
Starr TK, Scott PM, Marsh BM, Zhao L, Than BL, O'Sullivan MG,
Sarver AL, Dupuy AJ, Largaespada DA, Cormier RT
PNAS 108:5765-70 (2011)
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• We can now use cryopreserved sperm to reconstitute test kindreds
on the inbred C57BL/6J (B6) genetic background.
• Creating a mapping partner isogenic to B6
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cal power for association studies. The Collaborative
Cross involves a similar strategy for polymorphisms in
the mouse population. A different strategy involving
mutagenesis involves transposons. David Largaespada
and Bob Cormier and their colleagues have recently
published extensive use of transposon mutagenesis
to modify the Min phenotype. These mutations arise
within the tumor lineage so they involve genes that
autonomously affect the tumor phenotype.
The approach that we have been exploring is
to use point mutagenesis by ENU to identify genes
that, in mutant form, modify the Min phenotype. This
use of Min focuses thed screen on colon cancer. [Slide
20] In contrast, germline mutations can affect the
phenotype either by acting within the tumor lineage
or by affecting host factors either systemically (for
example hormones) or in the micro-environment, as
does the secretory phospholipase. We suggest that the
most general approach to the use of mutagenesis to
understand the whole system affecting colon cancer is
to find germline point mutations.
What we have designed is a strategy for discovering mutagen-induced modifying alleles that
avoids the complication of polymorphic modifiers.
[Slide 21] As shown on this slide, we obtained first
generation male founders of a mutagenized gamete.
That founder can then donate sperm that can be cryopreserved in order to save that kindred as it is then further tested for a modifying allele. Progeny are made
by mating this male founder to female B6 Min mice
to obtain a cohort of six Min progeny with which to
quantitatively test the Min phenotype. Having saved
the germ plasma of the founder through cryopreserved
sperm, one can then regenerate this kindred in order to
confirm whether it contains an enhancer or suppressor
that in heterozygous form quantitatively modifies the
Min phenotype.
This detection strategy is performed on the B6
inbred background, raising the question of how to map
any newly induced modifier. [Slide 22] To address
this issue, we have generated isogenic mapping partners that carry new ENU-induced SNP alleles that
can be used for mapping. These newly induced SNP
alleles are made homozygous by a series of brother/
sister matings and now together with David Adams
and Thomas Keane at the Sanger Center, we have
been able to identify by sequencing the map mutations that are present in each of six different B6 SNP
mapping partners. [Slide 23] On this slide is shown
a candidate’s changes in canonical B6 sequence and

The B6-SNP lines are phenotypically neutral

Location of changes in SNPG

B6-Min

4x genomic sequencing using the Solexa-Illumina platform at the Sanger Center
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Confirmation by F1 test of mutations in B6-SNPG
Genome-wide Association Studies (GWAS)
Human populations
Collaborative Cross Panel of the mouse with AOM

Genome-wide Mutation Analysis Studies (GMAS)
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D. Adams (Sanger Center), T. Hunter, L. Clipson, and J. Amos-Landgraf

the determined B6 SNP G sequences. These candidates could either be true differences but could represent errors in either the canonical B6 sequence or the
determined B6 SNP G sequence. [Slide 24]To affirm
which of these candidates is a true difference we have
created F1s and then tested 16 different candidate loci
by Sanger sequencing. A true mutation will then show
a doublet band at a sequencing trace covering the site.
We have found then in testing the first set of 16 candidates is that 4 of them are true and 12 of them involve
sequencing errors in either the near B6 G sequence or
in the published canonical B6 sequence. [Slide 25]
The mapping partners have been tested to show that
they are phenotypically neutral when crossed to B6
Min. They do not affect the phenotype so can serve as
mapping partners for newly induced point mutations
that modify the Min phenotype.
[Slide 26] In pursuing this strategy, we propose a contrast to the genome-wide association studis
(GWAS), that are involved in human population genetics and a Collaborative Cross of the mouse in which
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chemical mutagenesis with AOM is used to induce
colon cancers. In our case we use the Min mutation to
detect mutagen-induced modifiers that affect the phenotype, so we call this genome-wide mutation analysis
studies or GMAS, as opposed to GWAS. [Addendum
2: The stage finally reached in pursuing this strategy
has been published in G3 Genes|Genomes|Genetics
(Bethesda) 4:1113-21, 2014. In this article, we recognize that the advent of CRISPR/Cas targeted transposon mutagenesis creates the capacity to develop a
custom “isogenic mapping partner.”]
I next would like to turn to the subject of the
interaction between somatic and germline genetics
on one side versus epigenetic changes on the other.
[Slide 27] In the very same year as the operon model,
Mary Lyon published a short, elegant paper in Nature that described the logic involved in epigenetic
inactivation of a single X chromosome in XX female
mammals. [Slide 28] Mary Lyon’s study depended
on a color marker carried on the X chromosome that
showed mosaicism in XX females heterozygous for

Molecular events in X-inactivation

Gene Action in the X-chromosome of the Mouse
(Mus musculus L.)
Nature 190:372-3 (1961)
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this marker. [Slide 29] Molecular studies of the events
involved in X inactivation have shown that early steps
involved a number of effects on chromatin structure
and on replication timing. Only later is it found that
GPC-rich islands become methylated on the inactive
X chromosome. [Slide 30] Verne Chapman used F1s
for an allele found in the wild strain of Mus caroli, a
substrain of Mus musculus, in which he was able to
detect a polymorphism for an X-linked enzyme G6PD
and showed then that in F1s between Mus caroli Strain
A and Mus caroli Strain B that two distinct electrophoretic forms were found. This enzyme is active as
a dimer; this indicated that the two alleles were being
expressed separately making AA dimers on one hand
and BB dimers on the other. Chapman was able to
show the inactive X became reactivated during fetal
development in females by finding then that the heterodimer began to appear at embryonic day 14. This
was an example presented by Chapman at the Sonderberg Conference at which I first met him, that to
me illustrated the power of F1s in studying epigenetic
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Kratzer and Chapman, PNAS 78:3093-3097 (1981)

change.
Our study of epigenetics has involved the use
of a second experimental mammalian genetic system,
that of the laboratory rat. This then brings up a point
I want to emphasize of the power of diversity [Slide
31]. The rat is allowing us to connect more precisely
between what is discovered in the mouse and what
we need to understand in the human. [Slide 32] We
isolated a rat strain that carried a mutation in Apc, not
by its phenotype, but by molecular screening of a large
number of first generation offspring from mutagenized rat males. [Slide 33] Rat 5022 was shown to be
heterozygous for a point mutation in the rat Apc gene.
This was shown by cloning a large exon into a yeast
Ad2 expression plasmid. If the cloned segment from
the rat genome carried a nonsense allele, the Ad2 function was inactivated leading to red colonies. When
we found the DNA from rat 5022 showed 50/50 red
and white colonies, we suspected it carried a nonsense
allele in Apc. This was then confirmed by Sanger resequencing of DNA from that animal and demonstrating

Identification of the founder Apc knockout rat

The power of diversity

Rat 5021
13% red colonies
Wild-type Apc

Mouse – Rat – Human
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The isolation of the Pirc rat strain

Adenomatous polyposis coli (Apc)
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FAP = Familial adenomatous polyposis
Min = Multiple intestinal neoplasia
Pirc = Polyposis in rat colon

1360 offspring
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Pirc

Amos-Landgraf and Kwong et al., PNAS 104:4036-4041 (2007)

a heterozygous site in the Apc gene [Slide 34].
[Slide 35] The Apc gene that acts as a gatekeeper for colon cancer in the human and in the Min
mouse is also involved in the mutation discovered in
the rat. Does this mutation lead to a phenotype? We
were pleased to find that the Pirc mutation leads to a
phenotype closer to that of the human: most of the tumors form in the large intestine of the Pirc rat, in contrast to the Min mouse where most of the tumors form
in the small intestine. [Slide 36] This shift is summarized in this slide where the distribution of tumor number in Min mice in the small intestine is largely shown
on the left in contrast of the colon on the right. With
the Pirc rat the distributions are switched where most
of the tumors form in the colon. So in studying colon
cancer in the human, the rat gives us a certain statistical advantage. It is this difference between the mouse
and the rat in their biology that drives us to develop a
molecular analysis of colon cancer in the Pirc rat. We
have found that the rat permits a number of studies
that have not been optimal in the human, including
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The Pirc rat model of human colon cancer
• Colorectal cancer
• Rat genetic model development
• Molecular genetics and epigenetics
– Rat genetics
– Quantitative molecular assays
– Somatic genetic and epigenetic analysis
– Longitudinal design
• Sexual dimorphism
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somatic genetic and epigenetic analysis, longitudinal
design, and an accentuated susceptibility in males
compared to females found in the rat, also observed in
the human, and not yet found in the mouse.
The size of the rat also enhances both chemical
analysis and endoscopy, allowing us to longitudinally study the different fates of tumors [Slide 37]. As
shown in this slide [Slide 38], one can characterize
distribution and fate, as shown on the left part of this
diagram the subset of tumors that continue to grow is
shown in green, but a distinct subset of tumors shown
in yellow becomes static. Indeed, as shown in red, a
few tumors spontaneously regress. These longitudinal
studies are enhanced by the size of the rat and its ease
of endoscopy.
[Slide 39] The study of somatic genetic events
in the rat is also enhanced by the fact that the rat
karyotype is metacentric so that one can study somatic
recombination by showing a loss of heterozygosity
[Slide 40]. We study the somatic events by the use
of pyrosequencing to quantitatively assess allele ratio
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A Robertsonian translocation suppresses a somatic
recombination pathway to loss of heterozygosity
Haigis KM and Dove WF
Nature Genet. 33:33-39 (2003)
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Bob Cormier and Kevin Haigis
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Quantitative allele ratio detection by Pyrosequencing
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in F1s in heterozygotes [Slide 41]. [Slide 42] Here is
an example of a pyrogram that demonstrates the loss
of heterozygosity for the Pirc site in the Apc gene. In
Pirc colonic tumors we find by pyrosequencing that
most of the tumors involve loss of heterozygosity at
the Pirc site. There is a subset that maintain heterozygosity, and this subset is a candidate for an epigenetic
pathway for inactivation of the wild-type allele at Apc
[Slide 43]. We have studied the epigenetic pathway
by measuring allele ratios, first of genomic DNA, but
secondly of cDNA from the locus of interest. [Slide
44] For the Apc locus then we measure in cDNA
the ratio of alleles for the wild-type compared to the
mutant Pirc allele. On this slide we summarize our
study of somatic genetic events and somatic epigenetic events in a series of tumors, one showing loss of
heterozygosity for genomic DNA at the Apc locus. All
show loss of heterozygosity at the cDNA level. [Slide
45] Tumors that show maintenance of heterozygosity at the genomic level fall into two classes, some
of which also maintain heterozygosity at the cDNA
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Mechanism of MOH tumor development
• Genetic
Discovery of 2nd hits in Apc
Trans-acting mutations

• Epigenetic
Monoallelic silencing
Pyrosequencing of cDNA
Biallelic silencing
qRT-PCR
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Apparent epigenetic regulation of Apc
detected by Pyrosequencing
Tumors
LOH

MOH

gMOH/cLOH

% wildtype Apc allele

Normal
epithelium
MOH
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level and presumably involve other point mutations in
either Apc or another accessory gene. But some show
loss of heterozygosity at the cDNA level. These have
presumably inactivated the expression of the wild-type
allele at this locus.
We are actively studying this class of apparent monoallelic epigenetic silencing [Slide 46] and
in particular are aware of the studies of random X
inactivation [Slide 47] where a series of molecular
events precedes through a pathway in which there is
an accumulation of a non-coding XIST RNA, methylation of lysine amine on the H3 histone, global hypoacetylation of histone H4, incorporation of the macro
H2A histone isoform, and finally CpG island methylation as the last known event. In this series of events,
the question arises which of the associated molecular
changes is a cause or merely an effect of the epigenetic shift. The fact that the change gives a structure
that is stably replicated somatically raises the formal
possibility that it must involve a loop of positive parity acting in cis. The mechanism that can serve this
function is that of CpG island methylation. We do not
yet know mechanisms that will create a positive loop
acting in cis for the other candidate molecular events
involved in X inactivation. [Addendum 3: These studies have published in PNAS 109:2060-5, 2012.]
[Slide 48] I would like to close by discussing
not just systems biology but research networks. In
biology, much of this is driven by the creation of
informative strains [Slides 49-50]. At the time that
Jacob and Monod were enunciating the operon model, and in particular the evidence for the promoter,
Francois Jacob made the comment, “If you have the
strain, you can do the experiment.” We geneticists
honor that principle. For the case of the Min mouse we

Molecular events associated with X-inactivation
Accumulation of stable Xist RNA
H3-K9 methylation
Global H4 hypoacetylation
MacroH2A1.2 incorporation
CpG island methylation

•
•
•
•
•

Molecular events in stochastic monoallelic silencing
• Associated molecular changes
Cause or effect?
• Stable somatic replication
A loop of positive parity, acting in cis?
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Research networks
The biology:
“If you have the strain, you can do the experiment.”
Francois Jacob (1964)
The Min mouse (The Jackson Laboratory)
Science 247, 322-324 (1990)

The Pirc rat (Taconic)
PNAS 104:4036-4041 (2007)

Min → Mom1 to Mom13 and beyond
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Research networks
The Min mouse
Du Pont announced last week that it is to
begin selling transgenic mice carrying activated human cancer genes, or oncogenes.
… The patent … covers any transgenic
non-human animal bearing an activated
oncogene sequence introduced by geneticengineering techniques.

Nature, 1988

Science, 1990

82 papers

1093 papers

(≥ 40 on legal/philosophical issues,
not research results)
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Web of Knowledge search, June 2011

[Addendum to Slide 49: Keyword searches in Web of Science
in June 2019 for additional publications found 5 papers involving Oncomouse and 716 papers involving the Min mouse since
2011.]

Research networks

Verne Chapman
Roswell Park and Japan
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Jean-Louis Guénet
The mouse (The Jackson Lab),
the rat (Kyoto),
and Institut Pasteur

“I have a strain that may help you.”

The research community
supporting our research on colon cancer
The McArdle Laboratory for Cancer Research
• Animal models of cancer – Caroline Alexander, Norman
Drinkwater, Michael Gould, Paul Lambert
• Chemical carcinogenesis and inflammation – Chris
Bradfield
• Wnt signaling – Caroline Alexander
• Hormonal signaling – Wei Xu
• Molecular cell biology – Bill Sugden
The Laboratory of Genetics, UW
• Developmental genetics of the mouse – Aki Ikeda, Xin Sun
The Biotechnology Center, UW
• Differential proteomics – Mike Sussman
The School of Medicine and Public Health, UW
• Department of Medicine – Rich Halberg, Mark
Reichelderfer
• Department of Radiology – Perry Pickhardt
• Department of Population Health Sciences – Javier Nieto
• Comprehensive Cancer Center – Ruth Sullivan
• Department of Surgery – Greg Kennedy, Jose Torrealba
Statistics and Biostatistics and Medical Informatics, UW
• Michael Newton

2011 Dove Lab

From reductionism to holism
Dissecting the genetic system
Phenotyping and re-phenotyping
Genome-wide mutational analysis
Somatic genetics meets epigenetics
Diversity drives genetics
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have been able to make it available worldwide through
the Jackson Laboratory. Recently Taconic has made
available the Pirc rat to researchers around the world.
[Addendum 4: The Pirc rat strain (F344-ApcPircUwm,
RRRC 00782) is also available to investigators at large
through the Rat Resource and Research Center at the
University of Missouri, an NIH-funded strain repository. The Min mouse strain used for recent studies in
the Dove lab (C57BL/6JMlcr-ApcMin/Mmmh, MMRRC 043849-MU) is also available through the Mutant
Mouse Resource and Research Center at the University of Missouri.]

Alumni of the Dove Lab with associated research
interests
• Andrea Bilger – McArdle Laboratory (Drinkwater Lab)
• Xiaodi Chen – Abbott Laboratories
• Bob Cormier – University of Minnesota
• Karen Gould – University of Nebraska
• Richard Halberg – University of Wisconsin
• Kevin Haigis – Harvard University
• Larry Kwong – MD Anderson
• Amy Moser – University of Wisconsin
• Tim Schedl – Washington University in St. Louis
• Al Shoemaker – Abbott Laboratories
• Lilianna Solnica – Washington University in St. Louis
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Issues for MOUSE 2011
•
•
•
•
•
•

Outside collaborators
• Bert Vogelstein and Ken Kinzler, Johns Hopkins
• Eric Lander and Bill Dietrich, MIT
• Jeff Gordon, Washington University St. Louis
• David Threadgill, North Carolina State University
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Jennifer Pleiman

Jim Amos-Landgraf

Alexandra Shedlovsky

Bill Dove

Amy Irving

Linda Clipson

[Addendum 5: The issues summarized in this Chapman Lecture [Slide 51] are being pursued by lab alumni and collaborators [Slide 52] and by the core members of the 2011 Dove Lab [Slide 53]. Of the 2011
members, Jim Amos-Landgraf studies colon cancer at
the University of Missouri, Amy Irving studies effects
of calcium and vitamin D with Hector DeLuca at
Wisconsin, and Linda Clipson contributes to research
on colon cancer in three McArdle research groups –
Dove, Deming and Halberg. These issues seem to
generate an unlimited series of Questions, each serving to bond together those who seek Answers.]

